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Stardock Object Desktop torrent is a free
Multi-platform application thats main
purpose is for real-time music mapping
and digital audio mapping. Q: Ended PHP
session between server and client I am
using a simple PHP login script for my web
application. The main server's session is
used for the whole application. I set it up
using $_SESSION['logged_in']=true. After
the user logs in, the server changes his/her
session to 'current'. At this point, the user
can use the application for as long as
he/she wants, until the server's session
ends. My issue is that when the user
navigates away from the application (i.e.
closes the browser), the server tries to
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switch the session back to 'current', but the
$_SESSION['logged_in'] = false. This is
obviously a problem, because the user will
be automatically logged out. Question:
How can I keep the session alive after the
user stops using the application? A:
Instead of extending the session only store
the username/id in the session and keep a
login count in the db. As soon as the user
logs out the session is cleared and the
count is reseted. The user's current
session (corrected) is stored in the db. This
way the user is aware of the fact that
he/she is logged out. (IE even when you
move to a different page the session still
exists) Q: Finite Simple Groups Containing
Only Focal Points Let $S=PSL_2(p)$ be a
(finite) simple group. We know that $S$ is
a focal simple group. This means that
there is a subgroup $L$ of $S$ such that
$S=C_S(L)$. Suppose further that
$C_S(L)=S$. Does this mean that $S$
contains only trivial-central-focal point
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elements? Or can there be focal points not
in the normalizer of a subgroup of $S$? A:
The only finite simple groups containing a
e24f408de9
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